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Ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain structure has a profound effect on the piezoelectric, ferroelectric,

and dielectric responses of ferroelectric materials. However, domain walls and strain field effects on

thermal properties are unknown. We measured the thermal conductance from 100–400 K of

epitaxially grown BiFeO3 thin films with different domain variants, each separated primarily by 71�

domain walls. We determined the Kapitza conductance across the domain walls, which is driven by

the strain field induced by the domain variants. This domain wall Kapitza conductance is lower

than the Kapitza conductance associated with grain boundaries in all previously measured materials.
VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4798497]

Ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain structure has a pro-

found effect on the piezoelectric, ferroelectric, and dielectric

responses of ferroelectric materials. These responses drive

the development of capacitors, non-volatile memory, sen-

sors, and tunnel junctions.1–3 Recently, progress in thin film

growth of materials utilizing these ferroelectric effects has

given rise to the promise of novel device applications on the

nanoscale.4,5 Much of this recent interest has been based on

bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3), a rhombohedrally distorted perov-

skite exhibiting room temperature coexistence of ferroelec-

tric and antiferromagnetic orders, yielding many unusual

properties.6,7

Several recent studies have shown that through the use

of a vicinal substrates, it is possible to engineer the domain

structure of epitaxial BiFeO3 films.8–11 This is accomplished

on SrTiO3 single-crystalline substrates by utilizing symmetry

breaking step edges resulting from intentional miscuts along

high-symmetry crystallographic directions. For example,

through the use of a sufficient miscut along the [100] direc-

tion of a (001)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate, the 1.4% smaller

lattice parameter of the SrTiO3 (3.905 Å) compared to

BiFeO3 (3.96 Å) results in a compressive strain in the (010)p

and (001)p planes at the step edge and forces the polarization

axes to be parallel to [111]p or [�111]p. This results in a film

with only two possible domain variants with polar axes par-

allel to these directions. A sufficient miscut along the h110i
substrate direction constrains the film in the (100)p, (010)p,

and (001)p planes and confines the polar axis to be parallel to

[111]p and results in a film with just one domain variant and

no ferroelastic domain walls. In the absence of step edges,

compressive stain exists on only the (001)p plane and the

polarization axis has equal probability of being parallel to

[111]p, [�111]p, [1�11]p, or [�1�11]p, and there are four possible

domain variants in the film.

Given the growth and substrate dependent domain struc-

tures that BiFeO3 exhibits, its properties and responses to

various stimuli can be affected by the presence of the various

domain walls. These properties must be considered and well

characterized as BiFeO3 thin films are considered for use in

various nanodevices. Specifically, in this Letter, we report

on the thermal transport in BiFeO3 thin films grown on dif-

ferent non-vicinal and vicinal cut substrates to produce the

domain variants mentioned above. The domain walls in the

BiFeO3 films, which occur on the nanometer scale, cause

additional phonon scattering events that will add additional

resistances to thermal transport.12–14 The challenge in utiliz-

ing BiFeO3 in future applications, therefore, lies in under-

standing how phonon transport is affected by domain wall

scattering. Although previous work has extensively exam-

ined the effects of grain boundaries on phonon transport and

thermal conductivity,15–20 these grain boundaries can repre-

sent incoherent, highly disordered regions. The domain walls

in BiFeO3, however, are perfectly coherent and are only

�1–2 nm in thickness.21,22

To study the effects of domain variants on thermal prop-

erties, we measure the thermal conductance of a series of

BiFeO3 thin films with different domain variants. Piezo force

microscopy (PFM) reveals a corresponding variation in the

average domain wall density, based on polarization mapping

that allows domain wall identification, local polarization

rotation, and interfacial charging to be determined with

4.5 nm resolution. We measure the thermal conductance of

the BiFeO3 films with time domain thermoreflectance

(TDTR)23 from 100–400 K. The effective thermal conductiv-

ities that we observe in the BiFeO3 films vary based on the

density of domain walls in the thin film, where the presence

of more domains leads to a decrease in thermal conductivity.

We relate the measured conductances to the thermal bound-

ary conductance across the BiFeO3 domain walls. The ther-

mal boundary conductances across the coherent domain

walls are lower than the thermal boundary conductances
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associated with grain boundaries in silicon, strontium tita-

nate, and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ).

We used substrate vicinality to prepare a set of epitaxial

BiFeO3 films with varying numbers of domain variants and

domain wall densities. Films were prepared using adsorption-

controlled reactive molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) on (001)-

oriented non-vicinal (oriented within 60:5� of (001)), and

vicinal 4� miscut along [100], and vicinal 4� miscut along

[110] SrTiO3 substrates. Synthesis details can be found else-

where.24,25 All films were phase-pure by X-ray diffraction

and were of high crystalline quality with omega rocking

curve full width at half maximum values equivalent to the

underlying substrates (typically 0:01�).
Figure 1 presents domain orientation maps of the

4-domain (a) and 2-domain (b) variant specimens, deduced

from the PFM images (Fig. 1 in supporting information).40 In

almost every case, the domains share the same normal orienta-

tion, but the domain density and morphology is distinct for the

two specimens. As anticipated, there are far more domains, as

well as polarization directions, apparent for the 4-domain

film. Images from the 1-domain variant samples exhibited no

contrast, signifying a uniform, single polarization.

Focusing on the domain walls, the 4-variant case was

found to exhibit 19.90 lm of domain boundary per lm2 of

film area, compared with only 13.98 lm per lm2 of film for

the 2-variant specimen and no measured domain walls for

the single-variant specimen. Local polarization rotation

angles along every domain wall can additionally be mapped,

based on simple lookup tables, which consider the adjacent

domain orientations.26 As with our previous work on similar

specimens, all domain boundaries exhibited essentially

purely 71� rotations. Domain boundary types can similarly

be determined and visualized, including charged (head-to-

head, tail-to-tail) and neutral (head-to-tail and tail-to-head)

interfaces, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) for 4-domain and

2-domain films, respectively. The ratio of charged to neutral

domain boundaries is 2.02:1 for the 4-domain variant and

1.05:1 for the 2-domain variant.

With this knowledge of the domain boundary statistics

within the films, we measured the thermal conductance of

the 30 nm thick BiFeO3 films with TDTR.23 Our assumptions

in this analysis are outlined in the supporting information.

The effective thermal conductivities of the BiFeO3 films

determined from our TDTR measurements are shown in

Fig. 2. We observe a clear trend in the effective thermal con-

ductivities of the BiFeO3 and the number of domain variants.

An increase in the number of domain variants and, subse-

quently, density of domain walls in the film leads to a

decrease in thermal conductivity. We ascribe this depend-

ency to phonons scattering in the domain boundaries and cre-

ating a temperature gradient across the individual domain

walls. More domain variants in the BiFeO3 lead to more do-

main boundaries as shown in Fig. 1 and therefore increased

phonon scattering and lower thermal conductivities. We note

that the domain boundaries are coherent, unlike grain boun-

daries, which are typically highly disordered and thereby

force phonon scattering through impurity-like mechanisms.

Charged domain walls may be important to the thermal

response, but additional experiments are necessary to isolate

this effect. We also point out that the thermal conductivities

of the BiFeO3 films are most likely affected by size effects

due to the thin film geometry; that is, phonon scattering at

the film boundaries of the BiFeO3 can cause a reduction in

the thermal conductivity of the films as compared to a

thicker or “bulk” sample.27–29 However, since all samples

are 30 nm, the finite size of the sample has the same effect in

FIG. 1. Ferroelectric domain orientation

maps for 4-domain (a) and 2-domain (b)

specimens, with corresponding images

of domain boundary types and charging

in (c) and (d) revealing the substantial

difference in domain wall density for

distinct polarization variants. The

200 nm scale bars in (a) and (b) apply to

all images for each specimen (columns).

121903-2 Hopkins et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 121903 (2013)
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all of the films, therefore, highlighting the domain wall

effects on thermal transport in BiFeO3.

Since the thermal conductivity of BiFeO3 has not been

reported elsewhere, we compare these effective thermal con-

ductivities to other material systems to put our reported effec-

tive thermal conductivities into perspective. We plot the

thermal conductivity of bulk SrTiO3,20,30 a prototypical perov-

skite, and amorphous SiO2.31 The effective thermal conductiv-

ities of the BiFeO3 films show temperature dependencies

similar to crystalline SrTiO3 (i.e., a slight maximum due to

the onset of Umklapp scattering), which is expected since the

BiFeO3 films are fully crystalline, but the values are much

closer than those of SiO2, especially at elevated temperatures

and in the multi-domain samples.

Since the phonon scattering across the domain walls

leads to a temperature drop across the domain boundaries,

we can quantify the thermal transport across the domain

boundaries with a thermal boundary conductance.32,33 This

idea of thermal boundary conductance across domain walls,

or “internal interfaces,” was first observed in potassium dihy-

drogen phosphate (KDP) at liquid helium temperatures

where phonon transport in the KDP was mostly ballistic, and

phonon transmission across the domain walls was nearly

entirely specular and elastic.12,13 To calculate the thermal

boundary conductance of the domain walls in the BiFeO3

films, we use a series resistor approach utilizing the data pre-

sented in Fig. 2.34,35 From our domain wall maps, we deter-

mine d¼ 71.5 and 50.2 nm for the 2- and 4-domain variant

samples, respectively. We calculate the thermal boundary

conductance for both the 2- and 4-domain variant cases,

and average the resulting values to give the conductance

across the coherent domain boundary, shown in Fig. 3. The

uncertainties in these values are calculated from the standard

deviation about of mean values calculated from the 2- and

4-domain variant samples. The domain boundary conduct-

ance exhibits values that are similar to typical boundary con-

ductances between well acoustically matched metals and

non-metals (i.e., on the order of �100 MW m�2 K�1 at room

temperature).36 For comparison, we also plot the thermal

boundary conductance across grain boundaries in YSZ,34 sil-

icon,37 and SrTiO3.20 We also include Si grain boundary

thermal boundary conductances determined with molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations.38,39 The thermal boundary con-

ductances across the YSZ, Si, and SrTiO3 grain boundaries

are consistently higher than the Kapitza conductances across

the BiFeO3 domain boundaries, even though the grain boun-

daries are highly disordered regions, while in contrast, the

domain walls are completely coherent. This indicates

strongly resistive phonon processes in the domain wall

region. To put these values into perspective, we plot the

equivalent conductances of some thicknesses, d, of SiO2.

These conductances are calculated via hSiO2
¼ jSiO2

=d where

d is indicated in Fig. 3. The thermal boundary conductance

across the BiFeO3 domain boundaries are similar to �10 nm

of SiO2, again indicating the relatively high thermal resistiv-

ity associated with the domain walls.

The very low thermal boundary conductance across do-

main boundaries is surprising given the coherency of the

interfaces. It is possible that this phenomenon is intrinsic to

ferroelastic domain boundaries as Weilert and coworkers

measured substantially lower thermal conductivities in poly-

domain KDP compared to poled crystals.12,13 Another possi-

ble source of the thermal resistance is the presence of

inhomogeneous strain at the domain walls. Interestingly,

FIG. 2. Effective thermal conductivities of the BiFeO3 films (filled sym-

bols). There is a clear dependence of the thermal transport on the number of

domains, which we ascribe to additional temperature drops across the nano-

meter thick domain walls caused by phonon scattering in the localized strain

field. For comparison, we also plot the thermal conductivity of bulk SrTiO3

(open squares, Refs. 20 and 30) and amorphous SiO2 (solid line, Ref. 31).

FIG. 3. Thermal boundary conductance across the domain walls in the

BiFeO3 films. For comparison, we also plot the calculated thermal boundary

conductance across grain boundaries in YSZ (filled triangles, Ref. 34), sili-

con (filled circles, Ref. 37), and SrTiO3 (empty triangles, Ref. 20). We also

include Si grain boundary thermal boundary conductances determined with

molecular dynamics from Refs. 38 and 39. The thermal boundary conduc-

tances across the YSZ, Si, and SrTiO3 grain boundaries are consistently

higher than the thermal boundary conductances across the BiFeO3 domain

boundaries, even though the grain boundaries are highly disordered regions

where the domain walls are completely coherent. We also plot the equivalent

conductances of some thickness d of SiO2 (solid lines with d indicated in the

plot). The thermal boundary conductance across the BiFeO3 domain bounda-

ries is similar to the equivalent conductance of �10 nm of SiO2.

121903-3 Hopkins et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 121903 (2013)
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while PFM was easily able to distinguish the separate do-

main polarizations in our films, these differing orientations

were not identified in high-resolution x-ray diffraction recip-

rocal space maps as is observed by other researchers (Fig. 4

in the supporting information).9–11 Instead, in maps collected

around the substrate 103 reflection, only single film peaks

were observed. For the samples with 4- and 2-domain var-

iants, the film 103 p diffraction peak is accompanied by a

broader background, indicative of diffuse scattering. We

believe that this diffuse scattering is a direct result of the

film thickness being less than the critical thickness for relax-

ation and a significant amount of inhomogeneous strain

being present at the domain boundaries, resulting in this

broadening. This is further supported by the apparent lack of

the diffuse background in the single domain sample, where

no domain boundaries exist and x-ray scattering due to elas-

tic interactions at the boundaries is eliminated. We hypothe-

size that the potential for significant inhomogeneous strain at

the domain boundaries may be a contributing factor to the

low thermal boundary conductance across these domain

walls. Future studies on the role of film strain certainly are in

order to better understand these effects.

In summary, we have investigated the effects of domain

variants and domain wall thermal boundary conductance on

the thermal transport of BiFeO3 thin films. The effective

thermal conductivities that we measured in the BiFeO3 films

with TDTR vary based on the domains in the thin film,

where more domain walls lead to a decrease in thermal con-

ductivity. At higher temperatures, the effective thermal con-

ductivity of the 4-domain variant BiFeO3 thin films is

roughly equivalent to the thermal conductivity of silicon

dioxide (SiO2). We also determine the thermal boundary

conductance across the domain walls in our BiFeO3 films.

This domain wall thermal boundary conductance is lower

than the conductance associated with grain boundaries in

previously measured materials, indicating the strong effect

domain walls have on phonon scattering and thermal con-

ductance even though domain walls are generally considered

to be nearly perfect interfacial regions. Future work in do-

main wall thermal engineering should focus on studying the

influence of domain wall type, domain characteristics

(charged or neutral), and population on thermal transport to

optimize the performance of practical devices.
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